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ABSTRACT: Bioluminescence imaging with luciferase-luciferin pairs is
commonly used for monitoring biological processes in cells and whole
organisms. Traditional bioluminescent probes are limited in scope, though, as
they cannot be easily distinguished in biological environments, precluding
efforts to visualize multicellular processes. Additionally, many luciferase-
luciferin pairs emit light that is poorly tissue penetrant, hindering efforts to
visualize targets in deep tissues. To address these issues, we synthesized a set
of π-extended luciferins that were predicted to be red-shifted luminophores. The scaffolds were designed to be rotationally labile
such that they produced light only when paired with luciferases capable of enforcing planarity. A luciferin comprising an
intramolecular “lock” was identified as a viable light-emitting probe. Native luciferases were unable to efficiently process the analog,
but a complementary luciferase was identified via Rosetta-guided enzyme design. The unique enzyme−substrate pair is red-shifted
compared to well-known bioluminescent tools. The probe set is also orthogonal to other luciferase-luciferin probes and can be used
for multicomponent imaging. Four substrate-resolved luciferases were imaged in a single session. Collectively, this work provides the
first example of Rosetta-guided design in engineering bioluminescent tools and expands the scope of orthogonal imaging probes.

■ INTRODUCTION
Bioluminescence imaging (BLI) is among the most sensitive
and versatile platforms for visualizing cells and biological
processes in vivo.1 The core of this technology is a light-
emitting reaction involving luciferase enzymes and luciferin
small molecules. One of the most popular bioluminescent pairs
comprises firefly luciferase (Fluc) and its substrate, D-luciferin
(D-luc, Figure 1a). Imaging with Fluc and D-luc affords
excellent signal-to-noise ratios in cells and tissues, as these
materials do not emit large numbers of endogenous photons.2

BLI also does not require excitation light for photon
production, making it well suited for serial imaging. Indeed,
the Fluc/D-luc reaction has been routinely employed to
examine biological processes over time, including gene
expression and cell proliferation.3,4

While popular, bioluminescence has been historically limited
to monitoring one or two features at a time.5,6 Visualizing
collections of cells or multicomponent processes is exceedingly
difficult due, in part, to a lack of distinguishable probes.
Numerous luciferases from the insect family are available, but
most use the same substrate (D-luc) for light production and
are difficult to discriminate in tissue.7,8 Efforts to develop more
spectrally resolved probes have been successful, but in most
cases, the wavelengths cannot be easily resolved in complex
tissues or whole animals.9−12

In contrast to spectral resolution, bioluminescent reporters
can be readily distinguished based on substrate usage.
Luciferases that process unique luciferins are widely used in
dual reporter assays.13,14 For example, Fluc (with D-luc) and
Renilla luciferase (with coelenterazine) are routinely used in

tandem to monitor differential gene expression.13,14 Additional
targets, in theory, could be simultaneously visualized with
other naturally occurring luciferases. However, most of these
enzymes are not well suited for imaging applications based on
suboptimal photon penetrance or limited substrate bioavail-
ability.15−17 The discovery of alternative light-emitting
probes18 has also not kept pace with the demand for more
bioluminescent tools.
To address the need for more substrate-resolved (i.e.,

orthogonal) enzymes, we along with others are identifying
artificial luciferases that can selectively process chemically
distinct luciferins.19−22 Our starting point has been the Fluc/D-
luc pair, an attractive native bioluminescent system for in vivo
work.23−25 We have synthesized several D-luc analogs
comprising steric or electronic modifications that perturb
photon outputs with Fluc.6 Concomitant engineering of the
luciferase active site has yielded complementary enzymes for
the modified probes (Figure 1b). Dozens of substrate-selective
pairs have been identified via this method, but limitations
remain. Many of the pairs exhibit suboptimal emission profiles,
with photons being absorbed by surrounding tissue. The
molecular diversity of the substrates has also been limited in
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scope, complicating the search for additional orthogonal
luciferases. Identifying triplet, quadruplet, or higher order
sets of bioluminescent probes requires more unique luciferins.
To achieve an expanded set of orthogonal tools for in vivo

imaging, we were attracted to scaffolds with extended
chromophores. Luciferins with elongated π-systems can
potentially provide more red photons (>650 nm).26−30 Such
wavelengths are desirable for imaging in animals, as they are
less absorbed by hemoglobin and more readily escape
tissue.31−33 Tissue-penetrant photons are produced in the
canonical Fluc/D-luc reaction, but they comprise only a small
portion of the emission spectrum (λmax ∼600 nm in vivo34).
More red-shifted bioluminescent tools could thus provide
added sensitivity in imaging experiments. Indeed, probes with
λmax ∼650 nm exhibit dramatically improved signal-to-noise
ratios in tissues and animals.30,35 Red-shifted analogs of D-luc
have been developed by replacing the aromatic core with
aminostyrenyl-26,35 or aminonaphthyl-based heterocycles.36

These substrates produced near-infrared bioluminescence
with Fluc, but the signals were weak, likely due to inefficient

turn over or poor quantum yields. Improved photon outputs
were achieved, though, via further engineering of the luciferase.
We surmised that probes with extended conjugation could

also provide access to unique chemical space for orthogonal
substrate development. Here, we report the design and
synthesis of a unique class of π-extended analogs. These
probes were designed to be rotationally labile. Complementary
luciferases that could enforce light-emitting geometries were
engineered using a combination of computational and
semirational approaches. A novel luciferase-luciferin pair
comprising a π-extended analog was identified. This probe
set emitted more red light than Fluc/D-luc. The engineered
pair was also readily integrated into the current bio-
luminescence toolkit, enabling multicomponent imaging.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Designing and Synthesizing π-Extended Luciferins.
Altering the structure of the luciferin emitter can provide
unique bioluminescent colors. Indeed, a variety of π-extended
luciferins have been produced in recent years that exhibit red-
shifted emission.3 Most are suboptimal substrates for Fluc,
though, and produce lower levels of light.12,37 Some of the
analogs also comprise rigid π-architectures, which can be more
prone to nonspecific oxidation.38,39 To create more robust
probes and restore bioluminescence activity, we envisioned
engineering luciferases to accept flexible, red-emitting lucifer-
ins. π-Extended luciferins are also structurally distinct from
other orthogonal substrates, providing a unique avenue for
accessing additional probes for multicomponent imaging.
We were initially drawn to Ph-Luc, an analog comprising an

intervening phenyl moiety within the D-luc core (Ph-Luc,
Figure 1c). Computational modeling suggested that a fully
planarized Ph-Luc could emit >800 nm light, which is
desirable for imaging in tissues and whole organisms (Figure
S1a). The benzothiazole-phenyl junction (C2′-C2″) was
predicted to have a rotational barrier of ∼6 kcal/mol based
on DFT calculations (Figure S1b). These data suggested that
Ph-Luc could reside in different conformers in the luciferase
active site. The majority of the rotational states would likely be
nonemissive, due to the interrupted push−pull system.40 This
conformational flexibility could also provide a molecular switch
for substrate specificity. Only luciferases capable of enforcing a
planar geometry should produce light, making them suitable
candidates for orthogonal probe development.
Evolving an enzyme to control discrete chromophore

conformation was a perceived challenge as only a handful of
successes have been reported.41,42 To mitigate risk, we
designed a complementary analog, PhOH-Luc, with partially

Figure 1. Orthogonal bioluminescence imaging with engineered
luciferases and chemically modified luciferins. (a) Luciferase-mediated
oxidation of luciferin produces a photon of light. (b) Schematic of
parallel engineering to generate orthogonal luciferase-luciferin pairs.
(c) Two π-extended luciferins with red-shifted emission. The analogs
were designed to be more flexible at the C2′-C2″ junction. The
conformation of PhOH-Luc is partially restricted via intramolecular
hydrogen bonding.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of π-Extended Luciferins via a Modular Suzuki-Miyaura Coupling
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restricted rotation. PhOH-Luc comprises a phenol moiety that
can engage in an intramolecular hydrogen bond that modulates
C2′-C2″ rotation.43 The introduction of the hydroxy group
increased the predicted rotational barrier (Figure S1b). The
attenuated rotational flexibility could potentially provide a
more accessible planarized π-system. Like Ph-Luc, the
phenolic scaffold was predicted to exhibit red-shifted emission
(Figure S1a). Both molecules were also structurally distinct
from most D-luc analogs synthesized to date. Such unique
architectures could potentially expedite the search for
orthogonal pairs.
We envisioned accessing Ph-Luc and PhOH-Luc from a

common brominated synthon. Late stage Suzuki-Miyaura
coupling and D-cysteine condensation (Scheme 1) would
provide both analogs. Brominated intermediate 1 was accessed
in two steps from commercial materials (Scheme S1).
Coupling this fragment with pinacol boronate 2 forged the
key biaryl C−C bond en route to Ph-Luc. Benzonitrile product
3 was ultimately condensed with D-cysteine to provide Ph-Luc
in good yield. PhOH-Luc was similarly prepared. Earlier
attempts to isolate PhOH-Luc from a more streamlined route
(via a late-stage double demethylation, Scheme S2) were
unsuccessful.
With the π-extended chromophores in hand, we evaluated

their propensity to form planar structures via fluorescence
spectroscopy. The relative emission profiles of Ph-Luc and
PhOH-Luc would inform on whether intramolecular H-
bonding was an effective rotational lock. Measurements were
performed with the luciferin scaffolds instead of the oxy-
luciferin products. These latter molecules are notoriously
difficult to isolate and analyze,44,45 and the key conformational
parameter (rotation about C2′−C2″) could be directly assayed
using the parental luciferins. Ph-Luc exhibited an emission
maximum (λem) of 442 nm (Figure S2a). This wavelength was
characteristic of an isolated benzothiazole chromophore,
suggesting a twisted excited-state geometry. By contrast,
PhOH-Luc exhibited a λem of 529 nm. This red-shifted
emission suggested that PhOH-Luc is likely more conjugated
in the excited state compared to Ph-Luc. Methylated analogs
further revealed that the pendant hydroxyl group was key to
confining the chromophore in a planar geometry (Figure S2b,
Scheme S3). Ph-Luc exhibited a second emission peak at 595
nm in water, which was not observed for PhOH-Luc (Figure
S2a). This emission is likely due to a solvent-mediated
intermolecular proton transfer at the 6’−OH, which is well
documented for D-luc and related chromophores.46 Solvent-
mediated proton transfer was less likely for PhOH-Luc due to
competing intramolecular processes (Figures S2,S3).
Analyzing Bioluminescent Light Emission with π-

Extended Luciferins. We next evaluated the bioluminescent
properties of the π-extended analogs with Fluc. Surprisingly, no
steady state light emission was observed for either luciferin
when incubated with recombinant luciferase (Figure S4). This
result was in contrast with analogs comprising intervening vinyl
units, which were previously reported as robust emitters.35 It is
possible that Fluc processed the π-extended analogs, but only
extremely low levels of light were produced. In any case, the
photon output was incompatible with screening. Since Ph-Luc
and PhOH-Luc were already “dark” with Fluc, they would be
excellent candidates for orthogonal probes. Identifying
complementary enzymes was expected to be difficult, though,
due to Fluc inactivity. Luciferases can be readily evolved to
process unnatural luciferin analogs.19,30,36 However, the

evolving of new enzymatic functions requires a starting point
(i.e., an enzyme with some basal level of activity).47 Indeed,
initial screens of small Fluc mutant libraries did not reveal any
functional hits with the π-extended analogs (Figure S5).

Identifying a Starting Point via RosettaDesign. The
lack of robust emission in our initial screens suggested that a
major redesign of the luciferase active site was needed. To
identify enzymes that could provide more photons with the π-
extended analogs, we took cues from previous efforts to
engineer lipoic acid ligase (LplA).48 LplA catalyzes the
adenylation of a dithiolane-containing lipid and its subsequent
attachment to target peptides. Initial attempts to modify this
enzyme to accept an elongated structure (resorufin) were
challenging, as LplA did not exhibit any activity toward the
molecule. Rosetta-guided enzyme design was ultimately used
to engineer the LplA active site to accept unnatural substrates.
Beyond this example, Rosetta software has enabled the de novo
design of other challenging enzyme active sites49 and protein
interfaces.50,51

RosettaDesign has also been used to craft enzymes capable
of binding distinct rotamers.52 In a key example, Schultz and
co-workers identified an engineered aminoacyl-tRNA synthe-
tase capable of “locking” a flexible, biphenyl amino acid into a
flat geometry. We aimed to use the platform to similarly
identify Fluc mutants that could maximize packing interactions
between a π-extended luciferin and surrounding amino acids.
Ideally, the mutations would provide luciferases with active
sites that not only facilitate light emission but also restrict
substrate geometry. Because the mutants would be designed to
complement the π-extended scaffolds, they would also be less
likely to accept other luciferin analogs and, thus, be orthogonal.
To identify luciferase variants that could stabilize the

extended π-systems in a planar conformation, the Rosetta-
Match53 and RosettaDesign54 algorithms were used (see
Supplementary Note for detailed protocols). The modified
luciferins were first generated in silico and docked into the
luciferase enzyme (PDB ID: 4g36) using the RosettaMatch
protocol. The RosettaDesign algorithm was then used to
optimize the residues surrounding the extended substrates.
Inspection of the calculation outputs indicated that many
mutations suggested by Rosetta were likely necessary to
accommodate the excess bulk of the new luciferin substrates.
These residues served as a guide for the development of
luciferase libraries that were generated as described below.
Mutants from the Rosetta calculations were ranked by shape

complementarity between the designed residues and luciferin
analogs. We developed a mutant library targeting the top
residues predicted by Rosetta (Figure 2a). This library was
prepared via targeted combinatorial codon mutagenesis
(Figure S6).55 On the basis of a small sample, ∼3−4 sites
were mutated in each library member. The library was
screened for light emission with Ph-Luc and PhOH-Luc via
a two-tiered approach (Figure S7).19 In brief, the library was
introduced into bacteria, and the transformants were plated on
agar plates embedded with one of the analogs. Light-emitting
colonies were identified and picked for a secondary screen.
Fluc was included in the second screen, and any mutants that
exhibited light emission on par or greater than that of Fluc
were considered “hits.”
Gratifyingly, we were able to identify a functional mutant

(G1) that exhibited improved photon outputs compared to
those of Fluc with PhOH-Luc (Figure 2b). This mutant
appeared to be selective toward the partially rigidified
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substrate, as it did not emit light with Ph-Luc. No functional
mutant was identified from further screening of the Rosetta
library with Ph-Luc. The lack of hits for this analog suggested
that it could take multiple mutations (>4) to remodel the
luciferase active site to compensate for the substrate’s
flexibility. Introducing more diversity in the Rosetta library
could potentially reveal a functional variant for Ph-Luc. Since
we had a starting point with PhOH-Luc, though, we decided
to focus on this analog.
Characterization of the Rosetta “Hits”. Sequence

analyses revealed that the brightest “hit” (G1) for PhOH-
Luc comprised two mutations, E311C and A313G. Both
residues are part of a β-strand that sculpts the binding pocket
for luciferin intermediates.12,56 Glu311 is known to participate
in a hydrogen bond network involving multiple water
molecules and active site side chains. Disruption of this
network could provide space to accommodate the π-extended
luciferin. Less is known about direct interactions involving
Ala313, though mutations at this position could likely alter the
conformation of the luciferase active site. Further screening
revealed a mutant (G2) comprising S220N that was also
functional with PhOH-Luc. Ser220 is distal from the luciferin-
binding site and was not targeted in the original library. S220N
likely conferred additional thermal stability.

We were able to recapitulate light emission with PhOH-Luc
and recombinant G2 (Figure 3a). Signal was also detected

when PhOH-Luc was incubated with a large (1000-fold)
excess of Fluc. This latter result corroborated our previous
steady state measurements, where photon output was found to
be too low for screening. With G2, we observed a significant
increase in substrate turnover, which is likely the basis for
improved photon output. These results suggest that disruption
of the water cluster (via the E311C mutation) promotes
substrate turnover. A similar outcome was observed in recent
efforts to engineer an insect luciferase to process a naphthyl-
modified luciferin.36

With a light-emitting mutant in hand, we next evaluated its
bioluminescence spectrum. In comparison to Fluc and D-luc,
G2 and PhOH-Luc exhibited a red-shifted λmax. The overall
photon output was weak, but ∼31% of the photons were >650
nm (Figures 3b and S8). A similar red shift was observed when
G2 was incubated with the native substrate, D-luc, suggesting
that the change might not be substrate specific. However, an
additional shoulder at ∼700 nm was observed in the PhOH-
Luc spectrum. The bimodal emission suggested the presence
of two distinct light-emitting species, perhaps indicative of a
flexible luminophore.57 Docking analyses predicted that
PhOH-Luc adopts a twisted conformation in the binding
pocket (Figure S9). Confirmation of the structure of the exact
light emitter experimentally proved challenging, though.
PhOH-Luc comprises an O-2-benzothiazolyl phenol unit.

Figure 2. Searching for an evolutionary starting point for π-extended
luciferins. (a) Fluc docked with a π-extended luciferin was generated
using existing crystal structure data (PDB: 4G36) and Rosetta.
Residues targeted for library design are highlighted in orange. Key
residues Glu311 and Ala313 are highlighted in magenta. (b) Two
“hit” mutants identified from screening the Rosetta library. Bacteria
expressing mutant enzymes were lysed and treated with π-extended
analogs (250 μM). Emission intensities are provided as total photon
flux values. Error bar represent the standard error of the mean for n =
3 experiments.

Figure 3. Biochemical analyses of lead mutant. (a) Kinetic studies
revealed that improved activity was likely due to increased substrate
turnover. Kinetic parameters are apparent values, determined via
measurements of initial rates of light emission over a range of
substrate concentrations. Values were normalized to emission with
Fluc. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean for n = 3
experiments. (b) Bioluminescence spectrum for PhOH-Luc with
recombinant G2. Photons in the 650−850 nm region accounted for
∼31% of the total emission.
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This chromophore is known to undergo an excited state
intramolecular proton transfer to afford a keto tautomer
(Figure S3).58 The keto tautomer could be another contributor
to bimodal emission.
Evolving a Panel of Brighter and Specific Luciferases.

We proceeded to optimize the Rosetta “hit” (G2) via
conventional mutagenesis performed over multiple gener-
ations. We targeted residues known to modulate substrate
binding (highlighted in Figure 4a). Arg218 influences the local
structure of the D-luc binding site.59 Residues 314−316 are
located in close proximity to the aryl-benzothiazole junction.
Arg337 and Ser286 are also involved in the same hydrogen-
bonding network as Glu311.60,61 Moreover, mutations at all of

these positions have been shown to perturb D-luc binding,
modulating both substrate turnover and emission color.10,62

Libraries targeting the sites were prepared. Screening with
PhOH-Luc revealed a panel of functional mutants, but only
modest gains in photon output were achieved (Figure 4b).
Two enzymes comprising all beneficial mutations were also
prepared. This mutant exhibited no significant improvement in
activity when compared to the brightest hit (Figure S10),
suggesting that a local maximum was reached in the
evolutionary landscape.
The photon outputs from PhOH-Luc and engineered

mutants are sufficient for biological imaging. The emission
values (∼1.7−3.0% of Fluc/D-luc emission in lysate, Figure
S11) are on par with other designer bioluminescent probes
that have been used for cell and animal imaging (Figure
S11).19,20 We further found that PhOH-Luc could be used to
visualize HEK293 cells expressing mutant luciferases (Figure
S12).
While mutants that provided greater light outputs with

PhOH-Luc were not identified, mutants that could selectively
process this analog over other luciferins were found. The G4
mutants comprised R218K, M249L, and S347G. R218K and
M249L have been previously found to preclude binding of
C4′-modified luciferins, setting the stage for orthogonality.20,63

Likewise, S347G was previously found to exclude C7′-
modified analogs. Enzyme hits from later generations (G4
and G5) were also not functional with Ph-Luc. This result was
surprising, given the structural similarity shared among the
extended scaffolds. It is possible that the hydroxy group of
PhOH-Luc might participate in additional hydrogen bonding
with the enzyme, facilitating binding or turnover (Figure S9b).

Searching for Orthogonal Luciferase-Luciferin Pairs.
Given the unique structural properties of PhOH-Luc, we
reasoned that the probe was likely also orthogonal to existing
luciferin analogs. Indeed, mutants identified from the PhOH-
Luc screens were minimally reactive toward luciferins with
steric or electronic modifications (Figure S13). Analogously,
PhOH-Luc was not emissive with luciferases evolved for
different analogs. To further demonstrate the preference
between PhOH-Luc and its complementary luciferase, we
screened the π-extended analog against a panel of 209
previously published luciferase mutants (Figure S14).20 A
cross-comparison algorithm predicted that PhOH-Luc and
G3-G5 mutants would be orthogonal to 23 other engineered
luciferase-luciferin pairs. These data highlight the value of
structural diversity in achieving orthogonality.
We also reasoned that the π-extended scaffold could be used

in tandem with Fluc/D-luc, as PhOH-Luc is minimally active
with Fluc. The differentiation of an engineered luciferase from
Fluc has been historically challenging: most synthetic analogs
react with Fluc and most mutants react with D-luc.6,64

Moreover, bioluminescent pairs that are truly orthogonal to
Fluc/D-luc typically require long imaging times.65 The signal
acquired from one luciferase-luciferin pair must clear prior to
administration of the second luciferin, a process that can take
hours or days. To reduce imaging time, we recently developed
a platform that relies on rapid substrate unmixing.65

Orthogonal probes can be applied and imaged sequentially
with minimal delay. The method requires collections of
enzymes with unique substrate preferences. The probes must
also differ in emission intensity, enabling signals to be “layered”
in, beginning with the dimmest probe first. We hypothesized
that PhOH-Luc/G4 would be amenable for rapid, multi-

Figure 4. Improving light emission of G2 via iterative screening. (a)
Residues targeted for subsequent mutagenesis (highlighted using the
docked structure generated from initial Rosetta design). These
residues were selected based on their ability to modulate substrate
binding. (b) Light emission of PhOH-Luc with the top performing
mutants identified from each round of mutagenesis. Bacteria
expressing mutant enzymes were lysed and treated with PhOH-Luc
(250 μM). Emission intensities are plotted as total photon flux values.
Error bars represent the standard error of the mean for n = 3
experiments.
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component imaging as this pair is both substrate- and intensity-
resolved from other well-known bioluminescent tools. For
example, PhOH-Luc is used preferentially by mutant G4, and
this pair is ∼100-fold dimmer from Fluc/D-luc (Figure 5a).
Substrate resolution ensures that mutant G4 will be
illuminated when PhOH-Luc is first added to a mixture of
the two luciferases. Signal from Fluc/D-luc can then be directly
layered on top of the PhOH-Luc/G4 emission, without the
need for signal clearance. Since the brighter probes are added
last, the residual signal from the dimmer first pair becomes part
of the background. This layering effect can be coupled with
substrate-unmixing algorithms to deconvolute both sets of
signals.65,66

A model assay was used to evaluate the utility of PhOH-
Luc/G4 for rapid, sequential imaging. Bacteria expressing
either mutant G4 or Fluc were lysed and plated in a gradient
fashion (Figure 5b). PhOH-luc was added to the wells,
followed by D-luc, and images were collected for each
substrate. Image acquisition was completed within 10−15
min, a significant improvement over conventional protocols
requiring hours or days. The resulting data were then
combined and processed using a linear unmixing algorithm.65

The analysis provides a false-colored image of the wells with
signal-intensity correlated to the light output of unique
enzyme−substrate pairs (e.g., red representing signal from
G4/PhOH-Luc and green representing Fluc/D-luc pair).
Excitingly, the concentration gradient mirrored the color
distribution in the processed image (Figure 5c). The unmixing
algorithm also removed residual signal from G4/D-luc,
indicating that perfect substrate orthogonality is not necessary.
Rapid, two-component imaging was also possible when
PhOH-Luc and its associated mutants were paired with

other engineered bioluminescent probes, including Pecan/
4′Br-Luc and Akaluc/AkaLumine (Figure S15).30,65 This result
demonstrated that PhOH-Luc and mutants can be readily used
in combination with existing bioluminescent tools for fast
multicomponent imaging in vitro.
Multicomponent imaging often requires the resolution of

more than two probes. Thus, we set out to identify expanded
collections of unique enzyme−substrate pairs. We reasoned
that the unique architecture of PhOH-Luc could expedite the
search for triplets, quadruplets, and higher order sets. Because
PhOH-Luc was already orthogonal to most existing analogs, a
triplet set could be readily achieved by combining PhOH-Luc
and its preferred mutant with a known orthogonal pair. Indeed,
mutant G4 was readily differentiated from two mutant
luciferases that process sterically modified luciferins (Figure
S16), providing an orthogonal triplet. A similar approach was
used to identify a bioluminescent quartet. Mutant G4/PhOH-
Luc was combined with a triplet set of orthogonal probes
previously reported by our lab.20 Light emission patterns
unique to each enzyme/substrate pair were observed (Figure
6a). Image processing was again used to recognize and
deconvolute the unique analog signatures. The enzyme−
substrate pairs were readily differentiated as shown in the false-
colored image (Figure 6b). To our knowledge, this is the first
example of imaging four bioluminescent reporters via substrate
resolution. It should be noted that rapid compound
administration and signal unmixing was not possible in the
triplet and quadruple imaging examples. The overall emission
intensities of the enzyme−substrate pairs are similar,
precluding the “layering-in” of signals. Bioluminescence from
the first pair must clear before the second can be imaged.

Figure 5. Rapid, two-component imaging with a π-extended luciferin. (a) G4/PhOH-Luc are both substrate- and intensity-resolved from Fluc/D-
luc. (b) Schematic for resolving multiple luciferases via substrate unmixing. Luciferin analogs were administered sequentially with minimal delay
time. Bioluminescent signals generated from each addition were deconvoluted via linear unmixing. (c) A model two-component assay. Gradients of
G4 and Fluc (expressed in bacterial lysate) were plated in a 96-well plate. PhOH-Luc (250 μM) was administered, followed by D-luc (100 μM).
Images were acquired after each addition. The raw data were stacked and unmixed. The processed image is false colored.
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Further engineering of the probesto achieve varying degrees
of light output (and thus rapid imaging)is underway.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We developed novel luciferin analogs with extended π-
conjugation for multicomponent imaging. These substrates
not only provide unique molecular architectures for orthogonal
substrate design but also exhibit red-shifted emission. Like
many other modified luciferin analogs, the π-extended probes
were poor substrates with the native luciferase (Fluc). Efforts
to improve enzyme activity by rational, site-directed muta-
genesis were not successful. Thus, we turned to computation-
ally guided active site remodeling using RosettaDesign. The
Rosetta software was used to reshape the luciferase active site
and identify enzymes tolerant of longer scaffolds. Screening of
a combinatorial library provided a mutant with ∼100-fold
improved activity. Further engineering provided enzymes that
could potentially enforce substrate and were substrate
selective. The unique luciferase-luciferin pairs identified with
the π-extended molecules were also orthogonal to previously
published probes. The added structural diversity enabled
orthogonal triplet and quartet imaging to be readily achieved.
Such expanded bioluminescence capabilities can enable rapid,
multicomponent imaging. While the exact nature of the π-
extended light emitters remains unknown, the analogs could
serve as templates for next-generation scaffolds. More diverse
luciferins are necessary to grow the bioluminescent toolkit.
Future work will also focus on evolving mutants that can

process π-extended luciferins more efficiently and provide even
more red-shifted light.
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